CURRENT BIBLIOGRAPHY

By Tim Brooks

“Current Bibliography” is an annotated index to research on recording history that has appeared recently in small circulation journals. To be indexed here an article must be in English, be reasonably substantive, and deal with recording history. Articles on musicology, sociology, or contemporary subjects are not included, nor are reviews. “W/D” or “discog.” indicates that the article was accompanied by something at least remotely resembling a discography.

Issues covered this time were received between April 1991 and February 1992. If you contact one of these publishers or authors, please mention ARSC and “Current Bibliography.”

Notes

My apologies for the absence of “Current Bibliography” in the last ARSC Journal, and thanks to those who enquired about its health (one wonders, sometimes, if anyone is reading!). I was swamped at the time with work on the fifth edition of my book The Complete Directory to Prime Time Network TV Shows: 1946-Present, which will be out in mid-1992. Our esteemed Editor has asked me to maintain continuity, so you will get a bumper edition here covering nearly a year’s worth of articles.

In response to a number of requests, page numbers have been added to the citations this time. I’ve avoided this for years for fear the added complexity and compilation time would bring down the entire project; however we’ll try it. (Many articles skip all over the place, and multi-issue series are even worse.) The rules are these: skips are noted except for single-page interruptions in a run, which are not; and “+” (meaning “more”) will occasionally be used if the pattern gets so complicated that you’ll have to get the issue and figure it out yourself. Comments are welcome.

Happily, there is only one new literary fatality in the last year to report, Micrography, which had been published in the Netherlands since 1968. The last issue (no. 78) actually came out in 1989, but word travels slowly. Its sister publications Names & Numbers and Discographical and Micrographical Basics also have been discontinued. Crusty editor Erik M. Bakker has decided to pack it in.

In no danger of going under is the leading rock publication Goldmine, which celebrated its 300th issue in January, 1992. Under Editor Jeff Tamarkin it appears like clockwork every two weeks, and circulation is reported nearing 30,000—certainly a record for the field. Recent special features have included a pull-out directory of independent record labels currently active in the U.S. (Sept. 20, 1991 issue) and another of artist fan clubs (February 7, 1992 issue).
Other publications which recently have published useful round-ups are the September 1991 issue of Bluegrass Unlimited, with a bibliography of scholarly studies of bluegrass music, by Neil Rosenberg; Cadence, the long-running jazz review and interview monthly, which has a fifteen year (1976-1990) index of its articles out as a separate publication ($21 from Cadence, Redwood, NY 13679); and the November 1991 Newsletter of the Institute for Studies in American Music with a nice round-up of currently active publications containing serious research on early country music (most of them indexed in “Current Bibliography”), by Charles Wolfe. For those not familiar with I.S.A.M., it deals primarily with musicological subjects and is headquartered at the Conservatory of Music, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, NY 11210. The I.S.A.M. Newsletter is available free to those interested; monographs also are published on a wide range of subjects.

Three articles listed here deserve special notice. 78 Quarterly (No. 6) is up to part 4 in its stunningly detailed “inside story” of the 1920s Paramount label; the May 1991 Joslin’s Jazz Journal has a long and unusually informative piece on specialized playback equipment for the modern (disc) collector, with addresses, prices, etc.; and the ever-surprising DISCoveries in July 1991 offered readers its first-ever issue devoted entirely to facsimile reprints of radio station top 40 charts, more than 300 of them dating from 1955 to 1991. This writer contributed charts from the little-known but highly influential (!) college radio station of his youth. The DISCoveries feature was a fascinating tour of regional popular music tastes over the last 35 years.

Incidentally, any library worth its salt that caters to patrons interested in popular music of the last 40 years should as a minimum subscribe to Goldmine, DISCoveries or preferably both. A number of others could supplement these (e.g., Record Collector’s Monthly, Rockin’ 50s).

Ernst A. Lumpe, author of the recent ARSC Journal article on pseudonymous performers on early LPs, has privately published a 28-page discography of pianist Sergio Fiorentino. As it is in booklet form, it is not listed in “Current Bibliography,” but copies are available from the author at Nicolaiweg 2, D-4770, SOEST Germany.

Those interested in phonographic odds and ends, including needles, belt buckles, parts, emblazoned jackets and several pages of merchandise featuring Nipper (and his new pal “Chipper”), may wish to obtain the 24-page catalog of Yesterday Once Again, P.O. Box 6773, Huntington Beach, CA 92615.

Startling Discovery of the Month

It has long been believed that Queen Victoria (1819-1901) was the first British monarch to record, but that the fragile cylinder inscribed by her in 1896 for the Emperor of Ethiopia was destroyed on her orders immediately after it had been played. Well, according to a short article in the January 1992 Historic Record (page 6) one Paul Tritton has found in London’s Science Museum a Graphophone cylinder made in 1888, supposedly containing the Queen’s voice. It is extremely fragmentary, consisting of no more than this: “Greetings Britons everywhere! The answer can be... the phonograph is a wonderful thing. I have never forgotten...” (ends abruptly).

How this was identified as H.R.H. Victoria herself is not explained in the article, but may be in Tritton’s book The Lost Voice of Queen Victoria: The Search for the First Royal Recording. According to HR, the fragment was played widely on British media prior to Christmas, 1991. Perhaps an English ARSC member can enlighten us further on this curiosity.
Lies That Will Not Die - #4

Yet another writer has dug up poor old George W. Johnson’s bones and tossed them around. As you may recall from earlier installments, the story that the first black recording artist threw his wife out the window, and was tried, convicted and hung for the murder has long since been proven false. Among other things, the Johnsons lived in a basement apartment! Nonetheless, in a short article in the Autumn 1991 Memory Lane about alleged “million sellers” (more lies that will not die!) author Frank Wappat gleefully recounts the old canard as if it were fact. Are you listening, Mr. Wappat?

This writer, incidentally, has been working on a extensive biography of Johnson, who lived quite an interesting life. I would be delighted to hear from anyone who knows of contemporary references to the elusive artist.

And You Thought You Had Problems Storing So Many Records

The November 29, 1991 issue of Goldmine contains a long, complimentary profile of Joel Whitburn, compiler of the widely used (and excellent) indexes of Billboard record charts. This is no sideline for Whitburn: he has built a full-time business employing several people doing all this indexing. The article reports that he lives “above his fireproof, temperature and humidity controlled, double-strength concrete vault that contains every record Billboard ever charted...”

Publications Listed:
Antique Phonograph Monthly, 502 East 17th St., Brooklyn, NY 11226
Antiques & Collecting Hobbies, 1006 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago IL 60605
Australasian Record and Music Review, 15 Lowanna Ave., Baulkham Hills, NSW 2153, Australia
Bluegrass Unlimited, Box 111, Broad Run, VA 22014
DISCoveries, Box 255, Port Townsend, WA 98368
Echoes Of the Past, Box 40, Agawam, MA 01001
Goldmine, 700 East State St., Iola, WI 54990
Gramophone, The, 177-179 Kenton Road, Harrow, Middx. HA3 0HA England
Hillandale News, c/o D.M. Field, Hon. Treasurer, City of London Phonograph & Gramophone Society, 116 Tanhouse Lane, Malvern Link, Worcs., England WR14 1LG
Historic Record, The, 185 The Wheel, Ecclesfield, Sheffield S30 3ZA, England
Hobbies - see Antiques & Collecting Hobbies
IAJRC Journal, International Assc. of Jazz Record Collectors, c/o Gil Erskine, P.O. Box 800, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10163
In The Groove, Michigan Antique Phonograph Society, 2609 Devonshire, Lansing, MI 48910
Joslin’s Jazz Journal, Box 213, Parsons, KS 67357
Memory Lane, 226 Station Rd., Leigh on Sea, Essex, SS9 3BS England
New Amberola Graphic, 37 Caledonia St., St. Johnsbury, VT 05819
New Orleans Music, 127 Mount Drive, Urmston, Manchester M31 1QA, England
Popular Music & Society, Bowling Green University Popular Press, Bowling Green, OH 43403
Record Collector, c/o Larry Lustig, 111 Longshots Close, Broomfield, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 5DU, England
Record Collectors Monthly, Box 75, Mendham, NJ 07945
Record Finder, Box 1047, Glen Allen, VA 23060
Record Research, 65 Grand Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11205
Rejoice!, Center for the Study of Southern Culture, University of Mississippi, University, MS 38677
Resound, Archives of Traditional Music, Maxwell Hall 057, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405
Rockin' 50s, 3022 56th St., Lubbock, TX 79413
RPM, c/o IASPM, Prof. Will Straw, School for Studies in Art and Culture (Film Studies), Ottawa, Ont. K1S 5B6, Canada
78 Quarterly, P.O. Box 283, Key West, FL 33041
Sound Box, The, Calif. Antique Phono. Society, Box 67, Duarte, CA 91010
Soundtrack!, c/o Roger Feigelson, P.O. Box 13835, Stanford, CA 94309
Tailgate Ramblings, 3608 35th St. NW, Washington, DC 20016
Tracking, c/o IASPM, Peter Winkler, Dept. of Music, SUNY-Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794
Vintage Light Music, 4 Harvest Bank Road, West Wickham, Kent, England

Popular, General
Artists, Various, “Where Are They Now?” by Brian Rust discusses 78-era recordings which were announced but never (or only very briefly) released, Historic Record No. 19 (Apr 1991), p.24-26
Bluebird Dance Orchestra, pseudonyms used in Australia, Australasian Record & Music Review Jul 1991, p.17
Bowly, Al, “1899-1941: 50 Years Since His Demise” by Ray Pallett, Memory Lane Spring 1991, p.20-25
Bowly, Al, a short interview by Miles Henshaw, Memory Lane Winter 1991, p.29
“Brach’s Candy Advertising Record,” by Kurt Nauck, transcribes an advertising record from c.1930 pressed by Columbia (No. 117-P), New Amberola Graphic Apr 1991, p.10-11
Briggs, Arthur, obit. by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Winter 1991, p.18-19
Broadcast Recordings: “Early Off-Air Recordings” by Peter Copeland, describes such recordings made in Britain from the 1930s to the 1950s, Historic Record No. 19 (Apr 1991), p.20-23
Cahn, Sammy, “Cahn on Sinatra” by Peter Paul Oprisko II, an interview in which the famous songwriter reflects on his association with Frank Sinatra, w.song recording dates, DISCoveries Jun 1991, p.34-37
Carr, Vikki, an interview by Jack Dey, DISCoveries Jun 1991, p.30-32
Cavalotti, Claude, obit. by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Winter 1991, p.20,28
Censored Records: “We Can’t Let You Broadcast That” by Brian Rust describes records banned by the BBC during the 78 rpm era, sometimes for preposterous reasons, Historic Record No. 22 (Jan 1992), p.19-21
Charles, Milton, obit., by Burt A. Folkart, with information on his brief recording career appended, New Amberola Graphic Jan 1992, p.19
Columbia (Australian label): a special release made in the early 1930s to benefit unemployed theater musicians, Australasian Record & Music Review Oct 1991, p.17
Crumit, Frank, by Bessie Seiter based on a 1953 Hobbies article, In The Groove May 1991, p.9
Davies, Frank, obit. by Bob Deal, Memory Lane Summer 1991, p.17-18
Dawson, Peter, by Russell Smith, Memory Lane Autumn 1991, p.30-32
Day, Jill, obit., by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Summer 1991, p.15
Disc Jockeys, a bibliography of books and articles about, by B. Lee Cooper, in his review-essay of the book The Pied Pipers of Rock N’ Roll, Radio Deejays of the 50s and 60s, Popular Music & Society Vol. 14 No. 4 (Winter 1990), p.89-95
Dodd, Pat, obit. by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Winter 1991, p.17-18
Dunn, Will, by Rick Hardy, Hillandale News Dec 1991, p.344
Edison Recording Artists in Early 1900s, by Ray Wile, “Random Notes Concerning Edison Recording Artists” drawn from the Edison files, in “From the Edison Vault” column, New Amberola Graphic Jan 1992, p.4-5
Edison, “The 27 cent Edison Advertising Sign” by Robin & Joan Rolfs reproduces trade ads offering advertising signs to Edison dealers in bulk lots, In The Groove Apr 1991, p.1,3
Edison, Thomas A., reprint of a 1931 newspaper headline reporting his final illness, Sound Box May 1991, p.(1)
Evans, Tolchard, by Bob Deal, Memory Lane Winter 1991, p.35-36
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Fabares, Shelley, an interview by Randy Russi with the actress and reluctant singing star of the 1960s, W/D, DISCoveries May 1991, p.30-35
Favor, Edward M., by Bessie Seiter, based on a 1942 article by Jim Walsh, In The Groove Dec 1991, p.3
Fields, Arthur, by Bessie Seiter based on a 1953 Hobbies article, In The Groove Apr 1991, p.6
Francis, Connie, "A Mind of Her Own," an interview by Jerry Osborne, in which the artist discusses her major recordings; a letter in the Nov 1991 issue (p.10) clarifies some facts; DISCoveries Sep 1991, p.30-37
Gaillard, Slim, obit. by Bert Wilcox, Memory Lane Summer 1991, p.16
"Gas Shell Bombardment" (1918 recording), by Peter Adamson, further information to the article published in issue no. 17, Historic Record No. 19 (Apr 1991), p.13-15
Gold, Harry, by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Autumn 1991, p.13-17
Golden, Billy, by Bessie Seiter, based on a 1944 article by Jim Walsh, In The Groove Jan 1992, p.3
Hughes, Spike, by Michael Fay, Memory Lane Winter 1991, p.22-23,41
Johnson, Amy, discog. of 1930 recordings about the first woman to fly from England to Australia, Australasian Record & Music Review Oct 1991, p.18-19
Jones, Ada, by Bessie Seiter, based on a 1946 article by Jim Walsh, In The Groove Nov 1991, p.3-4
Kamen, Michael, filmography/discography by Daniel Mangodt, Soundtrack! Jun 1991, p.12-13
Kemp, Hal, “Hal Kemp’s Music: A National Treasure,” by Joseph E. Bennett, a biography of the artist, Joslin’s Jazz Journal Nov 1991, p.9-12,17
Knight, Victor, obit. by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Summer 1991, p.15-16
Laine, Frankie, an interview by Helen Snow, including comments on some of his hits, DISCoveries Feb 1992, p.26-27
Lerner, Sammy, Al Goodhart and Al Hoffman (songwriters), by Bob Deal, Memory Lane Autumn 1991, p.28-29
Love, Geoff, obit. by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Winter 1991, p.19-20
MacMurray, Fred, obit., by Peter B. Flint, with information on his brief recording career appended, New Amberola Graphic Jan 1992, p.19
McPartland, Jimmy, obit. by Bert Wilcox, Memory Lane Summer 1991, p.17
Merry Macs, The, “The Very Merry Macs” by Bob Deal, Memory Lane Autumn 1991, p.20-23,26
Miller, Glenn, “On Video” by Stephen M. Stroff is an analysis of Miller’s two films, Sun Valley Serenade and Orchestra Wives, Antiques & Collecting Hobbies Feb 1992, p.29-31
Million Selling Records on 78 rpm (in U.K.), by Frank Wappat, subtitled “They Sold a Million,” includes several questionable claims, Memory Lane Autumn 1991, p.34-36
Mistakes on Records, “Tales of the Unintended” by Brian Rust discusses extraneous comments and noises found on some early British records, Historic Record No. 20 (Jul 1991), p.11-13
Mitchell, Guy, Some detailed discographical information by Derek Beeby, in Letters column, DISCoveries Sep 1991, p.15
Myers, John W., by Bessie Seiter, based on a 1944 article by Jim Walsh, In The Groove Feb 1992, p.3
Nipper (Victor Dog Logo), by Robin & Joan Rolfs, is a concise history of the logo, along with a mock “interview” with Nipper himself, In The Groove Jan 1992, p.1,4-7
Norman, Cecil, by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Spring 1991, p.10-15,31
101 Strings, more information about, by Paul W. Urbahns, in letters section, Goldmine May 3, 1991, p.6
“Phonography and Photo-Phonography,” reprint of an 1867 article from Scientific American speculating on recording sound; the article uses the words “phonograph” and “record,” New Amberola Graphic Apr 1991, p.12
Piccaver, Alfred, by Doug Wilkins, Memory Lane Spring 1991, p.18-19,31
Popularity Charts, Radio, an article by C. Dennis Burns discusses radio station record surveys; the remainder of the issue consists of reproductions of hundred of examples from 1955 to 1990, from stations all over the U.S., DISCoveries Jul 1991, p.12
Porter, Steve, by Bessie Seiter, based on a 1943 Hobbies article, In The Groove Jul 1991, p.8
Production Music (aka Mood Music) Records made in Britain, by Peter Copeland, describes eight labels from the 1930s to the 1960s, Historic Record No. 19 (Apr 1991), p.16-19
Radio Station Surveys - see Popularity Charts, Radio
Records, Dating, “The H-3 Chrono-Matrix File” by Harold H. Hartel, the multi-label matrix dating guide is up to 1933, Record Research Sep 1991, p.7
Records: “Distributing Music Over Telephone Lines” is a reprint of a 1909 article describing a Wilmington, DE, company which piped recorded music to the home for a fee, New Amberola Graphic Jan 1992, p.7-10


Royal Hayman Hotel Souvenir Record (1950 Australian release), Australasian Record & Music Review Jul 1991, p.10

Sarde, Philippe, filmography/discography by John De Moor & Daniel Mangodt, Soundtrack! Sep 1991, p.9-17


Shapiro, Helen, a profile of the artist by Graham Scarf in Letters column, DISCoveries Nov 1991, p.19-20

Shaw, Artie, “Artie Shaw Discoveries on CD” by Chris Popa, W/D of CDs, DISCoveries May 1991, p.100-102

Shaw, Artie, Navy Band in New Zealand, by Harold S. Kaye, Australasian Record & Music Review Oct 1991, p.3-8

Shirley, Judy, by Chris Hayes, part 1, Memory Lane Winter 1991, p.10-15

Sigler, Maurice, Al Goodhart and Al Hoffman (songwriters) by Bob Deal, Memory Lane Summer 1991, p.38-41

Sinatra, Frank - see Cahn, Sammy


Sinatra, Frank, “Capitol’s PRO Series” by Peter Paul Oprisko II, discusses and lists Sinatra’s promotional issues, and the Capitol “Silver Platter” transcriptions of the 1960s, DISCoveries Feb 1992, p.28-37

Spencer, Grace, by Bessie Siefer, based on Jim Walsh’s 1948 Hobbies articles, In The Groove Mar 1991, p.4

Spoken Word Recordings, “And the Beats Go On,” by William Ruhlmann, discusses recordings by Beat Generation writers of the 1950s, and more recent issues in the same vein, Goldmine Sep 6, 1991, p.150-152,156


Stewart, Ian, by Brian Reynolds, W/D, Vintage Light Music Autumn 1991, p.4-6


“Suffragism and Feminism on 78” (in the U.K.), by David Mason, subtitled “Haggling and Naggling in Politics,” W/D of examples from the early 1900s, Historic Record No. 22 (Jan 1992), p.31-40

Thorburn, Billy, “The Organ, the Dance Band and Me” by Frank Wappat, Memory Lane Summer 1991, p.19-21

Townshend, Cliff, by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Summer 1991, p.10-12

Troise, Pasquale, by Brian Reynolds, Vintage Light Music Summer 1991, p.4-7
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Tucker, Sophie, by Sophie Tucker, an excerpt from her 1945 autobiography Some of These Days regarding her first Edison recordings in 1910, New Amberola Graphic Jan 1992, p.3

Van Heusen, James, & Johnny Burke (songwriters), by Bob Deal, in “They Also Said It With Music,” Memory Lane Spring 1991, p.28-31

Vincent, G. Robert, “Voices From the Grave” is a reprint of a 1941 Mechanix Illustrated article about the spoken-word expert and record producer, New Amberola Graphic Oct 1991, p.4-8

Walsh, Jim (writer), obit., by Ernie Bayly, Hillandale News Apr 1991, p.215


Weber, Marek, “The Man and His Music” by Peter Cliffe, Historic Record No. 22 (Jan 1992), p.16-18

White, Joseph M. (“The Silver Masked Tenor”), by Bessie Seiter, based on a 1973 article by Jim Walsh, In The Groove Sep 1991, p.3

Whitley, Eric, obit. by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Winter 1991, p.16-17

Wilkins, Doug, obit. by Jack Fairgrieve-Taylor Memory Lane Summer 1991, p.18

Wilson, Ike (promoter), an interview by Frank Wappat, in the Al Bowlly column, Memory Lane Summer 1991, p.31-32


Young, Christopher, filmography/discography by Richard Hauserman et al, Soundtrack! Mar 1991, p.10-12

Labels (U.S. Unless Otherwise Indicated)

Allegro (1950s label) - see Record Corporation of America


Assimil (1950s English label), - see E.M.I.

Beltona (1920s English label) - see Decca (English label)


Broome (1919 label), “A Follow-Up” by Don Wetzell, adds to the prior article by Tim Brooks, New Amberola Graphic Jan 1992, p.10

Buddah (1967 label), by Dawn Eden, Goldmine Sep 20, 1991, p.27


Cameo-Parkway (1950s labels), by Steve Propes, releases that copied other hits discussed in “Soundalikes and Prototypes” column, Echoes of the Past No. 18 (Fall 1991), p.26-28

Capitol (1940s English label) - see Decca (English label)

Capitol (1942 label), by Bill Bennett, reprint of a dealer numerical list covering the beginning of the 100-series, cont., Record Research Sep 1991, p.23
Capitol (1942 label), PRO and “Silver Platter” series - see Sinatra, Frank
Capricorn (1960s label), by William Ruhlmann, Goldmine Sep 20, 1991, p.32
Champion (1920s label) - see Gennett & Champion
Columbia (1934 label), Irish series, describes and illus. a special green-shellac pressing from 1934, in “Curiosity Corner,” New Amberola Graphic Jan 1992, p.11
Columbia (early 1900s label), matrix chart, by Tom Hawthorn, matches early single-sided disc numbers to the equivalent double-sided A-series issue, New Amberola Graphic Jul 1991, p.11-14
Concertone (1950s label) - see Record Corporation of America
Coral (1954 English label) - see Decca (English label)
Dahlmont (1920s Australian label), W/D, Australasian Record & Music Review Jul 1991, p.18-20
Downbeat (1940s label), 1949 catalog reproduced, by George Moonoogian, Echoes of the Past No. 16 (Summer 1991), p.15-16
Durium (1954 English label) - see Decca (English label)
E.M.I. (British label conglomerate), a dating guide by Peter Copeland covers minor labels of the 1940s and 50s, including Assimil, ENSA, O.R.B.S., Mercury, MGM and “special recordings,” Historic Record No. 19 (Apr 1991), p.4-6
ENSA (1942 English label), - see E.M.I.
Edison (1900s label), “Edison’s Overseas Contracts” by Ray Wile is an interesting listing of the terms of contracts negotiated with individual artists (mostly classical), 1907-1912, New Amberola Graphic Apr 1991, p.4-6
Edison (1920s label), “Edison and the Blues” by Ray Wile, discusses the label’s blues recordings, in “Edisonia” column, Record Research Sep 1991, p.4
Edison (1920s label), “Repressed Edisons” by Martin Bryan describes some unusual Blue Amberol cylinders which were molded (pressed) over previous selections, New Amberola Graphic Oct 1991, p.3,14
Edison (1927 label), reproduction of a 1927 bulletin of new record releases, Sound Box Jul 1991, p.(7)
Emerson (1916 label), connection with Pathe, Part 5, by George Blacker, discusses Caruso on Emerson, Record Research Sep 1991, p.6
Fantasy (1949 label), by Jeff Tamarkin, Goldmine Sep 20, 1991, p.16
Felsted (1954 English label) - see Decca (English label)
Folkways (1947 label), now known as Smithsonian Folkways, by Rick Clark, Goldmine Sep 20, 1991, p.23,166
Gennett & Champion (1920s labels), blues recordings, by Tom Tsotsi, part 4 (1923-1934), 78 Quarterly Vol. 1 No. 6 (1991), p.87-93
Good Time Jazz (1950s English label) - see Decca (English label)
Gramophone (1950s label) - see Record Corporation of America
Gramophone Co. in Australia in the early 1900s, by Ruth Edge, "Mr. Bohanna Goes Down Under," part 2, Australasian Record & Music Review Jul 1991, p.12-16
Halo (1950s label) - see Record Corporation of America
Harmony (1949 English label) - see Decca (English label)
Homeland (1970s gospel label) - see Traylor, Bill
Homochord/Homophone (early 1900s UK labels), dating guide by Peter Copeland, Historic Record No. 22 (Jan 1992), p.22-25
Imperial (1945 label), matrix listing, by Cedric J. Hayes, continued, Record Research Sep 1991, p.10
Labels, Various—Australia, by Ross Laird focusses on "78 rpm Pressed in the U.S. For Export to Australia," Record Research Sep 1991, p.8
London (1940s English label) - see Decca (English label)
MGMail (1948 English label), - see E.M.I.
Marsh Laboratories Transcriptions (1920s), by George Blacker, discusses the Amos 'n' Andy radio transcriptions on Electra, Record Research Sep 1991, p.2
Mercury (1940s label), 5000-series, by Ed Novitsky, continued, Record Research Sep 1991, p.10
Mercury (1950s English label), - see E.M.I.
Meritt (1920s label), a 1927 calendar issued by the label illus., 78 Quarterly Vol. 1 No. 6 (1991), p.64
Nordskog/Sunshine (1921 labels), - see Ory, Kid
O.R.B.S. (1940s English label), - see E.M.I.
Paramount (1920s label), "The Advent of Arthur Laibly" by Stephen Calt & Gayle Dean Wardlow, is part 4 of the detailed history of the famous label, 78 Quarterly Vol. 1 No. 6 (1991), p.8-26
Pathé (1920s label), "Acid-Washed Pathés?" by Martin Bryan describes the unusual mottled discs issued by the label in 1926-1927, New Amberola Graphic Jul 1991, p.16
Phonograph Recording Company of San Francisco (1920s label), by Carl Kendziora, a brief and uninformative description reprinted from The Record Changer (1950) Record Research Sep 1991, p.9
Plaza Music Co. (1920s labels), by Carl Kendziora, the serialized matrix list continues, Record Research Sep 1991, p.9
Polk (1920s label), by Bob Hilbert, W/D, Joslin's Jazz Journal May 1991, p.27-29
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RCA (1956 English label) - see Decca (English label)
Record Corporation of America (1951 budget label mfr.,) by Jeff Colburn, labels include
Varsity, Halo, Ultraphonic, Royale, Gramophone, Allegro, and Concertone, w."select"
discog., Goldmine Sep 20, 1991, p.34,161
Rooster Blues (1979 label), by Bill Dahl, Goldmine Sep 20, 1991, p.15
Royale (1950s label) - see Record Corporation of America
Russia: “The Kiev Gramophone Records Factory” by Anatol I. Zhelezni describes the
products of a plant operating in Kiev in the 1910s, including Artistotipiya and
Extrafon, Hillendale News Oct 1991, p.291-95
Starck (1920s label), a brief, uninformative description by Carl Kendziora, reprinted
from The Record Changer (1949) Record Research Sep 1991, p.9
Stax/Volt (1960s labels), by Bill Dahl, Goldmine Sep 20, 1991, p.18,161
Sun (1950s label), “Standing Where Elvis Stood” by Colin Escott describes the Sun studio
and its current reactivation as a recording studio, Goldmine Aug 23, 1991, p.28,156
Talk-O-Photo (1920s label), by George E. Wilson & George Blacker, W/D, Record
Research Sep 1991, p.5
Telefunken (1953 English label) - see Decca (English label)
Tower (1920 British label), by Bill Dean-Myatt, a brief description, Record Research Sep
1991, p.8
Ultraphonic (1950s label) - see Record Corporation of America
Varsity (1950s label) - see Record Corporation of America
Victor (1901 label), “What’s in a Name?” by George Paul speculates on whether the name
came from the Victor bicycle (which, ironically, competed with a “Columbia” bicycle),
New Amberola Graphic Apr 1991, p.13-14
Victor (1920s label), early electrical recording, by Brian Rust, “The Strange Case of the
First Electric Victors” explores the company’s earliest electric recordings in 1925,
Historic Record No. 21 (Oct 1991), p.23-24
Vocalion (1936 and 1951 English labels) - see Decca (English label) Vogue (1951 English
label) - see Decca (English label)
Volk (1959 label), information in a letter from by Donn Fileti, in Letters column,
Goldmine Nov 15, 1991, p.5
Warner Bros. (1960 English label) - see Decca (English label)
Wonder (1898 label), “Step On It! Dance On It!” by George Paul describes and illustrates
the first example of this elusive disc label that has ever been found, Antique
p.20
XX (1951 Australian label), W/D, Australasian Record & Music Review Apr 1991, p.13-
14

Classical
Aida (Verdi), on Italian Columbia, by Earl Okin, subtitled “Junking and Columbia Aida,”
discusses the 1916-17 recordings, W/D, Record Collector Vol. 36 No. 2 (May 1991),
p.122-125
Allen, Percival, by Frank Andrews, in “The Personalities Behind the Names on the
Labels: Notes on Some Concert Singers Who Recorded in Britain,” Hillendale News
Apr 1991, p.204
Archdeacon, Albert, by Frank Andrews, in “The Personalities Behind the Names on the
Labels: Notes on Some Concert Singers Who Recorded in Britain,” Hillendale News
Apr 1991, p.205
Bauer, Harold, by Alan Hindmarch, a brief sketch in “Great Pianists of the Past: British Pianists,” *Historic Record* No. 22 (Jan 1992), p.27
D’Albert, Eugen, by Alan Hindmarch, a brief sketch in “Great Pianists of the Past: British Pianists,” *Historic Record* No. 22 (Jan 1992), p.26
Hess, Myra, by Alan Hindmarch, a brief sketch in “Great Pianists of the Past: British Pianists,” *Historic Record* No. 22 (Jan 1992), p.27
Lamond, Frederic, by Alan Hindmarch, a brief sketch in “Great Pianists of the Past: British Pianists,” *Historic Record* No. 22 (Jan 1992), p.26
Paris Opera House, “Preserving Grand Opera Records for Future Generations” describes the sealing of historic recordings in a vault under the building; reprinted from *Scientific American*, July 25, 1908, *Sound Box* Sep 1991, p.3
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